DATA SHEET

Extreme Management Center
(Formerly NetSight®) End-to-end network and application visibility and control.

• Unified LAN/WLAN management
system simplifies tools and automates
management tasks across the entire
network infrastructure

HIGHLIGHTS
BUSINESS ALIGNMENT
•

Transform complex network data into
business-centric, actionable information

• Easy policy enforcement ensures networkwide availability of network resources for
today’s bandwidth intensive applications

•

Centralize and simplify the definition,
management, and enforcement of
policies such as guest access or
personal devices

• Highly automated capabilities avoid time
consuming manual tasks for consistency
and increased efficiency

•

Easily integrate with business apps with
Software Defined Networking

• Specialized access control management
for visibility and control of users’ devices
• Integrated application analytics and
management from datacenter to
end-system for full visibility, alerts, and
streamlined troubleshooting

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
•

Implement, upgrade, and expand your
network with Zero Touch Provisioning +
(ZTP+)

Product Overview

•

Reduce IT administrative effort with
the automation of routine tasks and
customizable dashboards

provides centralized visibility and highly efficient anytime, anywhere control of

•

Streamline management with the
integration of wired and wireless
networks, Extreme Access Control
and Application Analytics

distinguished by a web-based unified control interface. Graphical and exceptionally

•

Easily enforce policies across the entire
infrastructure for QoS, bandwidth, etc.

today’s networks. It’s Application Analytics interface provides an in-depth view of

•

Integrate with enterprise management
platforms and other business applications

people are using the network and ensure applications are performing at their peak.

SECURITY
•

Protect corporate data with centralized
monitoring, control, and real-time threat
response

•

Enhance existing investments in network
security

•

Maintain LAN/WLAN network integrity
with unified policies

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

Extreme Management Center’s rich set of integrated management capabilities
enterprise wired and wireless network resources. Extreme Management Center is
easy-to-use, it simplifies troubleshooting, help desk support tasks, problem solving
and reporting. Its Access Control interface provides specialized visibility and control
for the exploding number of managed and unmanaged devices connecting to
the Layer 7 application traffic on the network allowing you to fully understand how
Extreme Management Center’s distinctive granularity reaches beyond ports, VLANs
and SSIDs to drill down to individual users, applications, and protocols. Extreme
Management Center increases efficiency, enabling IT staff to avoid time-consuming
manual device-by-device configuration tasks. Extreme Management Center fills the
functionality gap between traditional element managers that offer limited vendorspecific device control, and expensive, complex enterprise management applications.
Management Center is a key component of the ExtremeManagement suite, Extreme
Networks’ predictive network management solution for end to end application
delivery.
Extreme Management Center, with wireless and Identity & Access management, is

• Industry-leading first call resolution
rates and customer satisfaction rates

the foundation for centrally monitoring and managing all the components in the

• Personalized services, including - site
surveys, network design, installation
and training

as a unified whole rather than a collection of disparate, individual components. It

infrastructure. Management Center enables the network infrastructure to be viewed
transforms complex network data, including Layer 7 application data, into graphical,
business-centric information, making the network less complicated and better
aligned with business requirements.
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With its distributed client/server architecture, Extreme

takes advantage of advanced functionality in Extreme Networks’

Management Center is exceptionally convenient to use providing

switching, routing, and wireless products including topology

anywhere any-time access through its web-based interface. It

maps, location, Zero Touch Provisioning +, FlexViews (graphical

simplifies routine and one-time tasks such as initial network device

depictions of a broad range of network parameters), VLAN

deployment, reconfiguring switches and access points, monitoring

management, device discovery with auto provisioning, and event

network and application performance, and isolating faults. It

logging.

CAPABILITY
Extreme Management Center with Wireless Management
Graphically displays aggregated wired and wireless network information for
centralized and simplified management of all infrastructure components as a
single system
Policy Management
Automates the definition and enforcement of network-wide policy rules
controlling QoS, priority, bandwidth, and security
Access Control
Specialized interface provides easy-to-use, exceptionally detailed information
about connected end systems including complete security posture
Application Analytics
Provides application insights that drive network and staff efficiency
Inventory Management
Automates management of device configurations, firmware, and hardware /
software inventories. It also provides tools to capture, modify, load, and verify
configurations
User Interface
Unified web-based interface and fine-grained interactive search for network
analysis, problem solving, help desk visibility and reporting

Alarm Management
Core to any management platform, provides event-based and performance
based alarms indicating trouble or potential trouble areas

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Combines WLAN/LAN management for greater IT operational efficiency
Facilitates communication and alignment between IT and line of business
Adds value to existing management platforms
Reduces total cost of ownership

•
•
•
•
•

Fully aligns the network infrastructure with business objectives
Simplifies policy lifecycle management easing IT burden
Reduces troubleshooting time
Minimizes risk of disruptions
Helps provide regulatory compliance

•
•
•
•

Enables efficient control in the BYOD and guest environment
Visibility and dynamic policy enforcement end-to-end
Monitors and manages risk from unmanaged devices
Ensures network availability and performance

•
•
•
•

Understand user engagement
Improve user experience
Optimize application performance
Enable faster troubleshooting by identifying network vs. app response times

•
•
•

Provides network control and better efficiency
Streamlines IT operations and enhances staff productivity
Enables audit efficiency and cost savings

•

State-of-the-art graphics reporting and topology displays enable efficiency
and more effective communications
Simplifies troubleshooting, help desk support tasks, problem solving across
wireless and wired networks
Streamlines management of the entire infrastructure
Simplifies network configuration and administration tasks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both out-of-box and custom alarms
Event and performance driven alarms including from applications & access
control
Integrated alarm actions
At-a-glance alarm status on all screens

The Extreme Management Center user interface unifies all the

Extreme Management Center’s access control interface provides

capabilities in a single easy-to-use web-based interface. With

a summary of all connected systems with interactive charts

Extreme Management Center, critical network information is

and graphs for further details. Additional dashboards show

accessible and easy to use. This powerful tool enables both

information about the systems and appliances, and the health

managers and technical staff to be more efficient in their

status of connected end systems. A unique end system view

provisioning, monitoring, reporting, analysis, troubleshooting and

contains all the available details about connected systems to

problem solving tasks.
Highlights among the Extreme Management Center capabilities
include: wired/wireless dashboards, detailed access control

solve a range of IT issues from troubleshooting user access to
quickly identifying device types (i.e. Windows, MAC, Android,
and iOS) and how they authenticated to the network.

information, detailed application analytics, reports, interactive

Extreme Management Center’s search functionality is a powerful

topology maps, web-based FlexViews, device views, inventory

diagnostic tool. End systems are searchable by user name, port,

management and alarm and event management for the entire

MAC address and IP or IP/Port. The results page provides an

infrastructure. NetFlow diagnostics are also incorporated

interactive topology map consolidating all the data sources

enabling diagnosis of network issues and performance through

available for that location such as location data with heat

real-time NetFlow analysis.
Dashboards streamline network monitoring with consolidated
status of all the devices and the ability to drill down for finer
detail. State-of-the-art reporting provides historical and real-time
data for high level network summary information and/or details.

maps, performance data and statistics for connected network
devices, user application data, and network access control data.
Troubleshooting is simple and efficient with all the data in one
graphical and easy to use page regardless of whether the end
user is connected via wired or wireless.

The reports and other views are interactive, allowing users to
choose the specific variables they need when analyzing data.
Web-based FlexViews enable real-time diagnostics.
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Wireless Management

Access Control Management

Wireless management is integrated into Extreme Management

Access Control management combined with Access Control

Center providing a single launch point for wired/wireless

appliances or virtual appliances provides a complete network

management and common management functionality. This

access control solution, ensuring that only the right users have

integrated wired/wireless management, streamlines IT efforts

the right access to the right information from the right place at

and lowers cost of ownership. Configuration changes are

the right time. Access Control management software provides

specified and deployed in minutes rather than hours. A single

secure, policy based management. From one, centralized

administrator can manage significantly more users and devices

location IT staff can configure and control the solution,

by utilizing the inherent automation features in Management

simplifying deployment and on-going administration. The

Center.
The interface enables highly efficient monitoring, analysis and
troubleshooting. For wireless management, it features - coverage
maps, location maps, wireless summary dashboards, reports,

IP-to-ID Mapping capability binds together the username, IP
address and MAC address, and physical port of each endpoint.
Management Center the reports this important information for
audit or forensics analysis.

topology display and wireless client statistics analysis and

By integrating Access Control management with infrastructure

reporting. In addition to the standard wireless statistics, using

management and application analytics (also available in Extreme

RADAR allows in-depth threat reporting including WIDS/WIPS

Management Center), management is extended to the end-

and shows channel interference with the ability to easily show

system and end-user verses the typical network infrastructure

the threats and interference on your floor maps for easy location.

management. This allows proactive management of the end-

Policy Management
Extreme Management Center’s policy management centralizes
all the policies for users, applications, protocols, VLANs, ports,
and data flows. It automates the definition, distribution, and
enforcement of policy rules across the entire network. With an

user experience as well as streamlined troubleshooting when
issues do occur. It also allows dynamic policy enforcement giving
you full control of your infrastructure and enabling regulatory
compliance.

Inventory Management

intuitive user interface, administrators can define policies once

Extreme Management Center’s inventory management efficiently

and then automatically enforce them on Extreme Networks policy

documents and updates the details of the ever-changing

enabled infrastructure devices.

network. It simplifies the deployment and management of

Unified wired/wireless policy management consolidates user
access to protect IT services. Policy management defines global
user policies, dynamically updates and continuously enforces
policy across wired and wireless environments. Packets are
inspected and filtered at the AP or switch and admitted or
blocked based on the user’s policy. Policy also controls topology
management, traffic flows and unlimited Class of Service for
wireless controllers and switches.
Policy is role-based, significantly streamlining policy
administration. Individual users with similar behavior profiles, such
as sales managers, executives, or guest users are grouped into
a far smaller number of roles. Applying roles makes it far easier
to align the network infrastructure with the business and control
guest users, enforce regulatory mandates, and enforce acceptable
use rules.

Extreme Networks devices and supports basic configuration
and firmware device management functions for popular third
party devices. IT staff can easily perform a broad range of
tasks, including device administration of configuration files,
schedule firmware updates, archive configuration data, or restore
one or multiple devices to a known good state. Script-based
configuration allows custom configuration scripts to be pushed
to a set of devices. Extreme Management Center identifies
unused ports and chassis slots and tracks moves, adds, and
changes for Field Replaceable Units.
Inventory management also tracks configuration changes for
Extreme Networks devices made by Extreme Management
Center, third-party management applications, or the command
line interface allowing administrators to detect and understand
changes in the network.
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Application Analytics
Integrated Application Analytics allows proactive management
of layer 7 applications on the network to ensure application
performance to meet your users’ needs. In addition to proactive
management, Application Analytics provides an in-depth
understanding of the applications in use in the network allowing
business decisions on which applications to provide or how to
modify current applications and licensing to meet the needs of
the business. Further, when troubleshooting network issues, the
application data and application performance data is critical
to quickly identifying the real problems and deploying the

NETWORK DISCOVERY
Network discovery is an essential feature allowing you to
automatically discover devices on your network. In conjunction
with the Sites hierarchy, these newly discovered devices are also
configured with the default configuration for that site. Discovery
can be done by seed addresses, subnets, or address ranges.
Discovered devices can be automatically configured for trap
receivers, syslog receivers, added to maps, added to archives,
added to a policy domain, etc. making it simple to initially set up
Management Center to manage the network as well as maintain
the setup as add/moved/changes occur. In Management Center,

appropriate resources to address them.

discovery can be done ad-hoc or scheduled to run on a regular

Connect

TOPOLOGY MAPS

The Connect API provides a simple, open, programmable
and centrally managed way to implement Software Defined
Networking (SDN) for any network. With Connect, business
applications can be directly controlled from Extreme
Management Center. The result is a complete SDN solution. More
information is available in the Connect Data Sheet.

basis.

Extreme Management Center facilitates the creation of
maps of devices (including APs) on your network to show
interconnectivity both physically and logically (example: VLAN
overlays). These maps can be automatically generated in a
traditional topology format or over-layed onto building and
geographic maps for an accurate representation of your network.
Color coding is used to indicate device and link status.

Extreme Management Center
Features

With advanced map features, you can also do triangulation to

IPV6

time) and show coverage, performance and more through heat

Management Center supports IPv6 management for IPv6
capable devices.

SITES HIERARCHY
The Sites hierarchy allows easy management and setup of the
network. By organizing the network into sites, newly discovered
devices can be automatically provisioned to use the parameters
desired for a specific site. In addition, configuration changes can
easily be made to the devices within a site. The hierarchy allows
sites to inherit overall configuration from the site above it and
then have specific configurations only on the items that may
be different such as VLAN configurations. This streamlines and
de-duplicates effort in the provisioning process by not requiring
each parameter to be configured for every site.

ZERO TOUGH PROVISIONING PLUS (ZTP+)
ZTP+ provides automated device onboarding with compatible
devices are connected to the network. This includes inheriting
the site-based configuration parameters desired based on
location with attributes such as system attributes, RSTP,
LACP, MVRP, policy domain assignment as well as Access

locate wireless users (in their current location as well as over
maps. Maps also allow you to graphically configure locationbased policies where users will have a different policy based on
their location in a building.

FLEXIBLE REPORTING WITH CUSTOMIZABLE
DASHBOARDS
Extreme Management Center ships with an extensive set of
dashboards and reports covering information such as wired and
wireless networks, access control, application analytics, and even
the management system itself. The out-of-the-box dashboards
and reports may be customized within the Management Center
UI. In addition, users have the ability to create their own custom
dashboards and reports from the existing building blocks or
from custom queries. To further add value, the reports can be
scheduled and emailed to various stake holders on a regular basis.

REALCAPTURE
RealCapture allows the on-demand, real time collection of overthe-air traffic for troubleshooting and problem resolution. It gives
IT administrators visibility into the RF environment for quicker
problem resolution.

Control configuration. Devices can also automatically be
added to collections and maps. ZTP+ allows easier network
implementation and expansion without a local technician
required to deploy new network devices or replace existing
devices.
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POLICY MANAGEMENT

EASE OF INSTALLATION

Role-based policies are created and managed from a single

All Extreme Management Center features are installed in a single

place within Extreme Management Center. This allows simplified

step and the license key automatically determines which features

management of policy by managing it in a single location and

are enabled. Product upgrades to add additional functionality

then rolling it out across the wired/wireless infrastructure. In

are fast and straightforward by simply adding a new key to

addition to simplifying policy management, it also reduces

the software. Once installed, the many automated features of

inconsistencies and errors. Policy management is fully integrated

Management Center make it simple to configure and provision.

with Access Control management for streamlined workflow
when adding dynamic control to the network.

SEARCH
An endpoint and user search tool allows the user to quickly
locate information pertaining to an individual network user or

DATABASE BACKUPS
Administrators can schedule backups of the Extreme
Management Center database for easier recovery.

FAILOVER

group of users across the integrated wired and wireless network.

Extreme Management Center may be implemented in failover

It provides searches by user name, switch authentication,

mode when it is deployed as a virtual machine. Leveraging

physical location, MAC address, IP address, IP Subnet, and other

VMware ESC and vCenter, an automatic failover based on

parameters.

PORTVIEW
Accessed via search or various right-click menus, PortView puts
all the information surrounding a particular network device or
end-system in one place. It includes an overview map showing
directly connected neighbors and statistics on those connections
and devices, an application summary providing details of all

hardware failure is provided if contact to the Management Center
server is lost.

Deployment Flexibility
Extreme Management Center may be downloaded and installed
on enterprise server machines running either Windows or Linux
operating systems.

applications the end-system is using, details of the network

Management Center Appliance — Server with all capabilities

devices such as port statistics, radio statistics, uptime, etc., a

preinstalled (activated via license keys) for enterprises that prefer

detailed map showing end-system location, coverage, etc., end-

the easy deployment of an appliance.

system details, and much more. By simply entering a user-name
in the search box, the helpdesk can easily access the detailed
information they need to troubleshoot a problem all in one place
(PortView).

VLAN TOOLS

Management Center Virtual Appliance — Virtual appliance
with capabilities pre-installed (activated via license keys)
for enterprises who wish to further leverage their virtualized
environments. It provides all the benefits of the management
suite with the advantages of a virtual environment – simple
installation and cost savings from the use of existing hardware.

A set of VLAN management tools to simplifies the system-wide
deployment of VLAN configuration and monitoring capabilities.
Using these tools, a user can easily create VLAN configuration
parameters which may be deployed automatically to multiple
devices or to groups of ports.

ALARMS AND EVENTS
Extreme Management Center provides advanced alarm
management significantly reducing problem response time.
Any event can be configured to create an alarm along with a
color-coded severity scheme. Alarms may be configured based
on statistical thresholds. Alarm actions such as emails or other
notifications are completely configurable. Alarms are highly
visible including at-a-glance alarm status integrated with existing
displays and visual indicators in device status. Alarm information
may be archived, exported, filtered or searched. Alarm clearing
can be manual or automatic.
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System Requirements

Standards Compliance

MANAGEMENT CENTER SERVER AND CLIENT
OS REQUIREMENTS

UL60950 - CSA 60950

These are the operating system requirements for the
Management Center Server.

Regulatory/Safety:
(USA/Canada)
EN60950 (Europe)
IEC60950 (International)
CB Certificate & Report, IEC60950

Windows 64-bit (qualified on the English version of the

GS Certification (Germany)

operating systems)

GOST R 50377-92 - Certification (Russia)

Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise (64-bit only) and 2008 R2
Windows Server® 2012 Enterprise (64-bit only) and 2012 R2
Windows® 8 and 8.1 (64-bit only)
Linux 64-bit
Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS and ES v5 and v6 (64-bit only)
SuSE Linux versions 10, 11, and 12.3 (64-bit only)
Ubuntu 11.10, 12.04, and 13.04 (64-bit only)
VMware® (64-bit Management Center Virtual Appliance)
VMware ESXi™ 5.1, 5.5, or 6.0 server

Ukraine Certification (Ukraine)
CE - Low Voltage Directive
2006/95/EC (Europe)
IRAM Certification (Argentina)
Emissions/Immunity
FCC/ICES-003 - Emissions (USA/Canada)
CISPR 22 - Emissions (International)
EN55022 - Emissions (Europe)
EN55024 - Immunity (Europe)
EN61000-3-2 - Harmonics (Europe)

Hyper-V (64-bit Management Center Virtual Appliance)

EN61000-3-3 - Voltage Flicker (Europe)

Hyper-V virtual appliances are supported on Windows Server

CE - EMC Directive 2004/108 EC (Europe)

2012 R2 running Hyper-V Server 2012 Supported Web Browsers

VCCI Emissions (Japan)

Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer version 11

AS/NZS 3548 Emissions (Australia/New Zealand)

Mozilla Firefox 34 and later

BSMI CNS13438 Emissions (Taiwan)

Google Chrome 33.0 and later

GOST R 29216-91 Emissions (Russia)
GOST R 50628-95 Immunity (Russia)

MANAGEMENT CENTER APPLIANCE
The NS-A-20 Management Center Appliance includes (2) XEON

Ukraine Certification (Ukraine)
KC Certification (Korea)

E5-2620 CPUs (24 cores), dual 1 TB hard drives with RAID
controller, 24 GB RAM, and dual power supplies.
Physical Specifications
Height: 1.75” (4.45 cm) - 1U
Length: 27.95” (70.9 cm)
Width 16.93” (43 cm)
Weight 31.8 lbs (14.4 kg)
Power
Wattage: 750 Watt (max), each power supply
Voltage:110/240 VAC;
Frequency 47- 63Hz
Environmental Specifications
Operating Temperature: 10° to 35°C (50° to 95°F)
Storage Temperature: -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F)
Operating Humidity: 5% to 90% (noncondensing)
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Ordering Information
Extreme Management Center provides cost-efficient choices enabling enterprises to
address their priorities, optimize their budget use and demonstrate quick time-tovalue. Management Center models range from a cost-efficient entry solution to full
functionality for device intensive enterprises as well as a subscription-based licensing
model for full functionality scaled exactly to the size of your network. Flexible
upgrade options support deployment growth.
The Three Management Center Models Are:

NMS-BASE-XX includes basic wired/wireless management features as well as
inventory management policy management, and basic user interface. 3 remote client
connections are included.

NMS-XX includes basic wired/wireless management features as well as inventory
management, policy management, Access Control management and virtual
appliances (requires ES licenses), and the full featured user interface. 50 remote
client connections are included.

NMS-ADV-XX includes basic wired/wireless management features as well as
inventory management, policy management, Access Control management, and the
full featured interface. In addition, Management Center Advanced includes advanced
wireless management, with triangulated location, location tracking, wireless coverage
maps and other advanced mapping functionality, the Connect API, ability to install
on a primary server, redundant server and lab server, a 500 end-system license
for Access Control, and virtual Access Control appliances for full Access Control
deployment flexibility (require end-system licenses if needed in addition to the
500 included), 1000 Flow per Minute Application Analytics license and Application
Analytics virtual engines. 50 remote clients are included.

ECA-SW (27001) is a subscription model including all of NMS-ADVXX, unrestricted ExtremeControl end-system licenses up to performance
limits, unrestricted ExtremeAnalytics flow licenses up to performance limits,
ExtremeWireless RADAR, ExtremeWireless AP capacity upgrades for controllers up
to performance limits, and ExtremeWorks for these products. This part requires the
associated per device service parts 97201-27001, 97202-27001 and/or 97203-27001.
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MANAGEMENT CENTER APPLIANCE
PART NUMBER

MANAGEMENT CENTER APPLIANCE

NS-A-20

Rack mountable server with all capabilities pre-installed. Purchased applications (licensed separately) are activated via license keys.

MANAGEMENT CENTER SIZING CHART
# MANAGED
DEVICES

# APS

MODEL NUMBERS

5

50

NMS-ADV-5

NMS-5

10

100

NMS-ADV-10

NMS-10

NMS-BASE-10

25

250

NMS-ADV-25

NMS-25

NMS-BASE-25

50

500

NMS-ADV-50

NMS-50

NMS-BASE-50

100

1000

NMS-ADV-100

NMS-100

NMS-BASE-100

250

2500

NMS-ADV-250

NMS-250

NMS-BASE-250

500

5000

NMS-ADV-500

NMS-500

NMS-BASE-500

Unrestricted

Unrestricted

NMS-ADV-U

NMS-U

NMS-BASE-U

POWER CORDS
In support of its expanding Green initiatives as of July 1st 2014, Extreme Networks will no longer ship power cords with products. Power cords can be ordered separately
but need to be specified at the time order. Please refer to www.extremenetworks.com/product/powercords/ for details on power cord availability for this product.

Warranty
As a customer-centric company, Extreme Networks is committed to providing quality
products and solutions. In the event that one of our products fails due to a defect, we
have developed a comprehensive warranty that protects you and provides a simple way
to get your product repaired or media replaced as soon as possible.
The Management Center appliance comes with a one year warranty against
manufacturing defects. Software warranties are ninety (90) days and cover defects in
media only. For full warranty terms and conditions please go to:
http://www.extremenetworks.com/support/policies

Service and Support
Extreme Networks provides comprehensive service offerings that range from
Professional Services to design, deploy and optimize customer networks, customized
technical training, to service and support tailored to individual customer needs. Please
contact your Extreme Networks account executive for more information about Extreme
Networks Service and Support.

Additional Information
For additional technical information on Management Center, please go to:
http://www.extremenetworks.com/product/management-center

http://www.extremenetworks.com/contact

Phone +1-408-579-2800
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